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Abstract The deep scattering layer is an ubiquitous aggregation of zooplankton and forage fish in the1

ocean. It features the striking phenomenon of diel vertical migration, where animals remain in deep,2

dark water in daylight hours and migrate upwards at dusk. The common explanation for this is that3

prey avoid vulnerability to visual predators. Here, we develop a game-theoretic explanation for the4

deep scattering layer and its diel vertical migrations, focusing on one generic predator species and one5

generic prey species. The model is formulated in continuous time and space, and by neglecting the6

cost of locomotion, it allows fine-grained predictions of vertical distributions. The Nash equilibrium7

features a distinct deep scattering layer which undertakes diel vertical migrations, the range of which8

increases with predator abundance. Maximum feeding rates are predicted to occur at dawn and dusk.9

Predator interference emerges from the game dynamics in the form of a complicated functional depen-10
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dency of gross encounter rates on predator abundance. In turn, the growth rate of the prey decreases11

monotonically with predator abundance. In addition to providing a mechanistic explanation for the12

striking phenomenon of diel vertical migrations, the model yields quantitative predictions of vertical13

distributions and diel patterns in feeding intake, which may be compared with acoustic data, observed14

individual behavior, or stomach data.15

Keywords Deep scattering layer · Diel Vertical Migration · Behavioral games · Nash Equilibrium16

1 Introduction17

Diel vertical migration (DVM) of organisms is a remarkable structuring feature of aquatic ecosystems:18

Small zooplankton and fish migrate towards the surface at dusk and then descend at the following19

dawn. In the open ocean, they spend the daylight hours at considerable depth where they make up20

what is termed the Deep Scattering Layer (DSL) - named for its acoustic properties which make it21

detectable using echo-sounding, so that the phenomenon is well documented across systems (Dypvik22

et al, 2012; Klevjer et al, 2016, for example). The dynamics of both epi- and meso-pelagic ecosystems,23

the largest habitats on the planet, are hugely influenced by this phenomenon, which in turn imparts24

global significance of DVM. This synchronous movement over a daily cycle is thought to constitute25

the largest transport of biomass of any migration on the globe (Hays, 2003). DVM is also considered26

to be a significant contributor to the global carbon cycle via the so-called biological pump (Ducklow27

et al, 2001) which cycles surface production into deep water.28

Despite the huge impact of DVM on production cycles in the ocean, the details of its drivers are29

not entirely clear. The migrations must confer advantage in terms of growth and mortality, which30

combine into fitness. Several studies have supported the idea that residing in deep and crucially,31

dark, waters, during daylight is a strategy for avoiding visual predators, and in general terms, this32

hypothesis is accepted over alternative explanations, at least for zooplankton and in the open ocean33

(Hays, 2003; Lampert, 1989). During night-time, low light levels allow the organisms that constitute the34

deep scattering layer to forage in the more productive waters in the upper photic zone, with reduced35

risk of predation. A complicating factor is that animals may be visual predators while subjected to36

predation by other visual predators, so light implies both opportunity for growth and risk of death,37

and these two must be traded off against each other (Clark and Levy, 1988). A similar complication is38

the coexistence of different vertical strategies even within a species (Watanabe et al, 2006). In any case,39

it is likely that light levels are the main cue that initiate migrations, and several studies have compared40
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the movements and distributions of prey species with light levels (e.g., Murray et al (1912); Nilsson41

et al (2003)).42

Given that diel vertical migrations are thought to be driven by predation risk, conferred as a43

function of light levels, it is not surprising that many empirical studies of ocean top predators and44

their vertical distribution over the diel cycle have shown pronounced changes in distribution which45

are congruent with DVM in the prey. In these instances, predators spend the day at depth and de-46

scend/ascend with dawn/dusk, in patterns that resemble those of prey migrations. Tracking both47

predators and preys within the same study, Josse et al (1998) observed the vertical movements of tuna48

and the sound scattering layer, and Sims et al (2005) observed basking sharks feeding on zooplank-49

ton. More commonly, we must compare observed motion of predators with our general assumption50

of prey behaviour. Examples include whale sharks (Meekan et al, 2015), swordfish (Takahashi et al,51

2003), white shark (Jorgensen et al, 2012), and bigeye tuna (Evans et al, 2008).52

Since the trade-offs faced by the prey depend on predator distributions, while predator behaviour53

can be expected to depend on prey distributions, the vertical distributions and migrations of organ-54

isms can only be understood as a game where each individual plays against both conspecifics and55

individuals of other species. A seminal work in this direction is that of Iwasa (1982). Here, the vertical56

dimension is reduced to two habitats, a surface habitat and a deep habitat, and the time axis is di-57

vided into a light period and a dark period. The model predicts diel vertical migrations, where the two58

species co-habitate the surface habitat at night while they distribute themselves over the water column59

during the day, where the prey show higher preference for the deep habitat than do the predators.60

Sainmont et al (2013), also including a third trophic level, allowed parts of the populations to perform61

migrations while others would stay stationary, and found equilibria where all strategies co-existed.62

In this paper we formulate a game between predators and prey in continuous space and continuous63

time. This formulation requires the development of novel techniques for resolving the game, as well64

as the simplification following from neglecting the cost of locomotion, but in turn allows us to include65

mechanisms such as the variations in light intensity during the day and with depth, the thermal66

structure of the water column, and the effect of light levels on detection distances between predators67

and prey. In turn, the outcome of the game (the Nash equilibrium) is vertical distributions of each68

species at any point of time. From these we can derive quantities such as the depth range occupied69

by each species, swimming speeds, and temporal patterns of predator-prey encounters. Compared70

to previous game-theoretic models of vertical distributions, the continuous formulation allows more71

fine-grained predictions. The continuous space allows us to examine the vertical position of the deep72

scattering layer, while the continuous time allows us to examine the movements of the deep scattering73
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layer during dawn and dusk. We also scale up to predict system-level consequences, e.g. the sensitivity74

of prey behaviour and predation mortality to predator abundance.75

We have in mind the game between prey such as myctophids or other oceanic forage fish, and76

predators such as tuna. However, we formulate the model generically, without specifying particular77

prey and predators explicitly. This allows us to obtain a fairly simple model with a limited number78

of parameters, while still generating predictions that can be compared qualitatively with data such as79

vertical distributions obtained from fisheries acoustics or individual vertical behaviour illuminated by80

electronic data storage tags. A key component in the game is the preference of the prey for the surface81

waters; without such a preference, the prey would descend to the bottom and remain there. While the82

prey in reality are likely feeding on resources with a particular vertical distribution, we do not wish83

to include lower trophic levels in our model. Therefore, we link the the growth rate of the prey to the84

ambient water temperature, which means that the prey experiences higher growth rate in the mixed85

layer near the surface. We emphasize that this should be seen as a simple way of parametrizing the86

prey’s preference for the layers closer to the surface.87

Thus, the prey face a trade-off between growth rate and vulnerability to predation. At the same88

time, the prey must spread out; excessive prey concentrations at a single point would attract predators89

and result in high predation mortalities. From the point of view of the predator, a trade-off emerges90

between high light levels, implying that prey can be detected, and high prey abundances. At the Nash91

equilibrium, these trade-offs are resolved in the sense that the two species are, at each point in time,92

distributed vertically so that no single animal can see an advantage in deviating from its strategy.93

The model we pose is dynamic in the sense that we resolve the diel cycle and compute the fitness of94

animals by averaging over this cycle, but it does not contain dynamic state variables of the organisms95

such as gut fullness or even vertical position. This simplification implies a computational efficiency that96

allows us to make high-resolution predictions and investigate sensitivity to parameters. In particular97

it allows us to scale up and predict system-level consequences of e.g. varying the abundance of the98

predators.99

2 The vertical game between predators and prey100

We consider a game in which each predator, and each prey, must at each instant choose a vertical101

position z in the water column. As in previous game-theoretic models of diel vertical migration (Iwasa,102

1982; Sainmont et al, 2013), the prey must choose between surface layers which offer high growth103

rates but also high visibility to predators, and deeper layers which are relatively safe but offer slower104
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Fig. 1 The model components. Left panel: Temperature profile T(z) and resulting growth rate gN(z) of the prey, as function of

depth. Right panel: Detection distance between predators and prey as a function of time and depth.

growth. The predators, in turn, optimize their foraging success which involves a compromise between105

high light levels and high prey abundances.106

We now detail the specification of growth and mortality for the two species; see figure 1. For the107

prey growth rate gN(z, t), for simplicity, we consider a single physical forcing factor, namely tempera-108

ture, and assume a standard scaling between temperature and growth rate:109

gN(z, t) = g0Q(T(z)−T0)/10
10 .
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where g0 is a reference growth rate at reference temperature T0, and Q10 defines the growth accel-110

eration resulting from a 10 degrees temperature increase. In this growth model, only relative growth111

matters, so we take g0 = 1 per year. The temperature T(z) in turn depends on depth as in (Maury,112

2005; Thygesen et al, 2016):113

T(z) = T0 − (p · z + ∆Tclin) ·
zλ

zλ
clin + zλ

,

where T0 is surface temperature, p is the temperature gradient below the thermocline, ∆Tclin is114

the temperature drop over the thermocline, zclin is the depth of the thermocline, and λ controls the115

sharpness of the thermocline. The resulting temperature and growth profiles are seen in figure 1, left116

panel.117

We keep the time argument in gN(z, t) for the sake of generality although the growth rate here is118

a constant function of time. This is a useful model of the vertical variation in growth which displays119

the right qualitative feature, namely decreasing growth rates with depth (compare also (Loose and120

Dawidowicz, 1994)). Specific studies could take into account the details of what the prey forages on121

and how, for example, by letting prey growth rate depend on plankton densities.122

The mortality of the prey, and the foraging success of the predator, is given by a clearance volume123

β(z, t) (volume per time), so that the rate of prey consumption at depth z and time t is given by the124

encounter rate E(z, t):125

E(z, t) = β(z, t)P(z, t)N(z, t) ,

where P(z, t) is the density of predators and N(z, t) is the abundance of prey (both in numbers126

per volume). The encounter rate is given in number of encounters per volume per time. Note that we127

assume a type I functional response, i.e. first order mass action. The clearance volume β is given by the128

swimming speed U of the predator, assumed constant, and the distance D(z, t) at which a predator129

detects its prey:130

β(z, t) = UπD2(z, t) + UπD2
c . (1)

Here, D corresponds to the distance of visual detection. The clearance term UπD2
c is introduced to131

ensure that the prey cannot escape predation completely, and can e.g. model direct contact between132

predators and prey. For the visual detection distance D, we follow Aksnes and Utne (1997) and as-133

sume that the detection happens when a given light intensity reaches from the prey to the predator.134

Specifically, the detection distance D(z, t) is given implicitly as the solution to the equation135

I(z, t)e−kDD−2 = c(K + I(z, t))
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where I(z, t) is the light intensity at depth, k is the diffuse attenuation coefficient (assumed con-136

stant), and the right hand side determines the detection threshold. The logic of this expression is that137

the light is attenuated at rate k over a distance D(z, t) from the prey to the predator, while spreading138

spherically, explaining the term D−2(z, t). The constant 4π involved in the surface area is absorbed139

in c. The detection threshold c(K + I) depends on ambient light, which can be justified by appeal to140

a contrast threshold and a saturation in the visual response. The fact that the threshold grows with141

ambient light also ensures that the detection distance does not diverge as the light intensity increases,142

but since interactions tend to take place in low light regimes, this has limited effect. The light intensity143

at depth is I(z, t) = I(0, t) exp(−kz) while the light intensity I(0, t) at the surface is found from the144

position of the sun and the moon, using a simplified model of the optics of the atmosphere, as imple-145

mented in R package oce. We ignore the angle of the light and refraction at the surface, assuming that146

the light is scattered diffusively near the surface. We acknowledge that this model of ocean optics and147

visual detection is coarse and simplistic, but argue that it catches the essential qualitative features; viz.148

high detection distances near the surface and during the day. The final distance of visual detection is149

seen in figure 1, right panel, and enters in the clearance volume in (1).150

These encounters lead to an uptake rate per predator, for a predator at depth z and time t:151

gP(z, t) = N(z, t)β(z, t) (2)

while we assume the mortality of the predator, µP, to be constant. In turn, the mortality rate for152

the prey at the same position is:153

µN(z, t) = µ0 + P(z, t)β(z, t) (3)

where µ0 is a constant mortality due to other causes than predation.154

For the purpose of the subsequent analysis, we note that the prey growth rate gN(z, t) and the155

clearance volume β(z, t) are positive, continuous and monotonically decreasing functions of depth z.156

2.1 The dynamic equations of fitness and the Nash equilibrium157

Previous game-theoretic studies of vertical migrations have been formulated discretely, which have led158

to algebraic conditions, possibly employing the replicator equation for computations (Sainmont et al,159

2013, e.g.). In contrast, our continuous formulation is a special and simple case of mean-field game160

theory (Lasry and Lions, 2007), which leads to differential equations borrowing from the theory of161

dynamic optimization (Bertsekas, 2005; Houston and McNamara, 1999). Let VN(t) denote the fitness of162
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an individual prey at time t, defined as its expected energy uptake from time t and until the individual163

dies, assuming that the animal behaves optimally. We allow the animal to choose its vertical position164

z freely at each point in time and ignore the costs of locomotion. Thus the fitness evolves according to165

the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation166

V̇N(t) + sup
z

[gN(z, t)− µN(z, t)VN(t)] = 0 , (4)

where the dot in V̇N indicates time derivative. This equation is complemented by the terminal con-167

dition limt→∞ VN(t) = 0. The equation highlights the trade-off that the animal faces when choosing a168

depth z: The animal aims to maximize its growth rate gN(z, t) but at the same time minimize its mor-169

tality µN(z, t). The trade-off between these two conflicting objectives is quantified by its fitness VN(t):170

An animal with high fitness VN(t) should give priority to protecting its assets and thus minimize the171

mortality µN(z, t), while an animal with low fitness VN(t) should pay more attention to maximizing172

growth gN(z, t). In turn, for an optimal vertical trajectory Z(t), which attains the supremum in (4) at173

each point in time, the solution to this equation can be written174

VN(t) =
∫ ∞

t
gN(Z(s), s) exp

(
−
∫ s

t
µN(Z(u), u)) du

)
ds

where the exponential denotes the probability of surviving from time t to time s. Thus, VN(t) is175

indeed the expected energy uptake in the remainder of the individual’s life.176

Inserting the particular form (3) of the prey mortality µN into (4), we obtain177

V̇N(t) + sup
z

[gN(z, t)− (µ0 + P(z, t)β(z, t))VN(t)] = 0 . (5)

Likewise, let VP(t) be the fitness of an individual predator. If at depth z at time t, then its fitness178

evolves according to the equation179

V̇P(t) + sup
z

[gP(z, t)− µPVP(t)] = 0

with terminal condition limt→∞ VP(t) = 0. Using the particular form (2) for the predator growth180

rate gP, we obtain181

V̇P(t) + sup
z

[β(z, t)N(z, t)− µPVP(t)] = 0 . (6)

We now consider the game that the individual predator plays against its conspecifics as well as182

against the prey. In this game, there is a continuum of players of each species, and each individual183

chooses a vertical trajectory Z(t). From these trajectories, we can form the densities P(z, t) and N(z, t)184
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of the two species, which in turn define the environment faced by each individual, and therefore185

the fitness functions VN(t) and VP(t) through the governing equations (5) and (6). We assume that186

the animals are long-lived compared to a single day, so that we can neglect fluctations in the total187

abundance. Hence we consider P̄ =
∫ ∞

0 P(z, t) dt and N̄ =
∫ ∞

0 N(z, t) constant in time and positive.188

We aim to identify a Nash equilibrium of this game, the defining property of which is that no189

individual player can obtain an advantage by changing strategy. Thus, a Nash equilibrium is obtained190

if and only if each prey at each time t chooses a vertical position for which the supremum in (5) is191

attained, and similarly, each predator chooses a vertical position for which the supremum in (6) is192

attained. Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for a Nash equilibrium are193

P(z, t) ≥ V̇N(t) + gN(z, t)− µ0VN(t)
β(z, t)VN(t)

for every z, t, with equality when N(z, t) > 0 , (7)

N(z, t) ≤ µPVP(t)− V̇P(t)
β(z, t)

for every z, t, with equality when P(z, t) > 0 . (8)

We can now deduce some properties of the densities N, P at a given time t under a Nash equilib-194

rium. First, from (8) we see that P(z, t) > 0 implies that also N(z, t) > 0, since µPVP − V̇P > 0. This195

conclusion hinges on the predator mortality µP being independent of depth z as well as some depth196

z′ where N(z′, t) > 0; then, the predators have no incentive to being in a place where there is no prey.197

Next, if N(z, t) > 0 and z′ < z, then N(z′, t) > 0 and P(z′, t) > 0. To see this, note from (7) that V̇N(t) +198

gN(z, t)− µ0VN(t) ≥ 0. Since gN(z, t) decreases with z, it follows that V̇N(t) + gN(z′, t)− µ0VN(t) > 0199

and therefore P(z′, t) > 0, which in turn implies that N(z′, t) > 0. In words, if prey are found at a200

given depth, then there must be predators at every location nearer to the surface, balancing the higher201

growth rates there, and these predators in turn require the presence of prey. The conclusion from this202

analysis is that at a Nash equilibrium, the prey and the predators will share a common habitat, which203

will be an interval z ∈ [0, z̄t) with a limit z̄t = sup{z ≥ 0 : N(z, t) > 0} ∈ (0, ∞] which may change204

with time.205

We now inspect what happens at the limit z̄t. First, from (8) we see that N(z, t) increases monoton-206

ically with depth for z < z̄t, and since N(·, t) integrates to N̄, z̄t must be finite. Moreover N(z, t) must207

jump discontinuously to 0 at z̄t. In turn, from (7) we see that V̇N(t) + gN(z, t)− µ0VN(t) is positive for208

z < z̄t and non-positive for z > z̄t. Since gN is continuous, we conclude that209

V̇N(t) + gN(z̄t, t)− µ0VN(t) = 0 . (9)

Furthermore, letting z → z̄t in (7) we conclude that P(z, t) → 0. Thus the predator density is a210

continuous function of z, also at the lower limit of the depth range.211
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In summary, the structure of a Nash equilibrium at a given time t is necessarily the following: Both212

species are constrained to a layer z ∈ [0, z̄t) extending from the surface and to some finite depth z̄t.213

The prey are distributed such that a predator encounters the same number of prey regardless of depth,214

i.e. the prey density N(z, t) increases with depth, scaling with 1/β(z, t). The prey density N(z, t) then215

drops discontinuously to 0 at z̄t. In turn, the predators distribute themselves such that the growth of216

prey fitness is independent of depth, i.e. (7). Thus the predator density increases with the prey growth217

rate gN(z, t) and decreases with the clearance rate β(z, t), as also found by Hugie (1999) in a discrete218

context. The density of predators P(z, t) is a continuous function of depth; specifically, it vanishes at219

the lower limit of the depth range, i.e. P(z̄t, t) = 0.220

2.2 Computational strategy for finding the Nash equilibrium221

Here, we outline how to resolve the game computationally. The strategy is to search for densities222

N(z, t) and P(z, t) and corresponding fitness functions VN(t), VP(t) which satisfy the necessary and223

sufficient conditions (5), (6), (7), (8), restricting attention to densities N(z, t) and P(z, t) which have the224

properties which we deduced in section 2.1. Consider first the situation at a given time t, assuming the225

fitnesses VN(t) and VP(t) known. The objective of the calculations is to find the depth range z̄t, and226

then the rate of increase in fitness V̇N(t) and V̇P(t).227

The condition for finding z̄t is that the predator density integrates to the total predator abundance228

P̄. Combining (7) and (9), we find229

P(z, t) =
gN(z, t)− gN(z̄t, t)

β(z, t)VN(t)
for z < z̄t (10)

and thus230

P̄ =
∫ z̄t

0
P(z, t) dz =

∫ z̄t

0

gN(z, t)− gN(z̄, t)
β(z, t)VN(t)

dz .

Here, the total predator abundance P̄ is a known parameter while the vertical range z̄t must be231

found from this equation with a line search. It is easy to see that there can be at most one solution to232

this equation, since the right hand side is an increasing function of z̄t; for the specific model detailed233

in section 2, a solution is always found. Once the depth range z̄t is known, the predator distribution is234

given from (10). Furthermore, we can find the rate of change V̇N of the prey fitness from (9).235

Next, the prey density236

N(z, t) =
µPVP(t)− V̇P(t)

β(z, t)
for z < z̄t (11)
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must integrate to the total prey abundance N̄. Thus237

N̄ =
∫ z̄t

0
N(z, t) dz = (µPVP(t)− V̇P(t))

∫ z̄t

0

1
β(z, t)

dz .

From this expression, knowing N̄, we can find the coefficient µPVP(t)− V̇P(t) and thus the prey238

distribution N(z, t). In turn, this also yields the rate of change V̇P(t) of the predator fitness.239

We now have a recipe for computing V̇N(t) and V̇P(t) from VN(t) and VP(t), i.e. two coupled or-240

dinary differential equations for the fitnesses VN and VP. Solving these with the terminal conditions241

limt→∞ VN(t) = limt→∞ VP(t) = 0, we establish densities N, P, and fitnesses VN , VP which satisfy the242

conditions (5), (6), (7), (8), and therefore constitute a Nash equilibrium. We note that this construc-243

tion also guarantees that the Nash equilibrium is unique, under the reasonable assumption that the244

ordinary differential equations for VN and VP have unique solutions.245

To avoid a lengthy time-marching of these equations, we make a slow-fast approximation of the246

fitness dynamics, consistent with our assumption that the total abundances N̄ and P̄ are constant247

throughout the day. Thus also fitness fluctuations during a single day can be neglected. We can then248

compute the total growth and mortality of a prey over a day, which gives the fitness of the prey:249

VN =

∫ 1
0

∫ ∞
0 N(z, t)gN(z) dz dt∫ 1

0

∫ ∞
0 N(z, t) (µ0 + β(z, t)P(z, t)) dz dt

Since the vertical distributions N(z, t) and P(z, t) depend on the prey fitness VN , although this is250

suppressed in the notation, this is a nonlinear equation in VN which is solved numerically using a251

standard nonlinear solver. We have not investigated theoretically if a unique solution can be guaran-252

teed to exist, but the numerics do not indicate any problems. A similar expression could be written253

for the fitness VP of the predators, but since the spatial distribution of predators does not depend on254

their fitness, it is not necessary to compute this.255

2.3 Model parameterization256

The model parameters are given in table 1. Results are shown for an oceanic position at 20 degrees257

south, on the prime (Greenwich) meridian, on May 3, 2017. Here, the sun rose at 6:55 in the morning258

(local time), and set at 16:58 in the afternoon. The moon, being 48 % illuminated, rose at 13:30 and set259

at 0:20 on May 4, 2017.260
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Symbol Description Value Unit

Prey growth and base mortality:

g0 Reference growth rate 1 Per year

Q10 Temperature coefficient 2.3 -

µ0 Base prey mortality 1 Per year

Thermal structure:

T0 Surface temperature 27 ◦C

p Deep temperature gradient 0.008 ◦C/m

∆Tclin Thermocline drop 4.5 ◦C

λ Thermocline steepness 4 -

Predator-prey encounters:

U Predator speed 1 m/s

Dc Direct contact distance 0.25 m

k Light attenuation 0.03 1/m

c Light detection threshold 106 m−2

K Level of light saturation 103 lx

Table 1 Model parameters

3 Results261

3.1 Diel vertical migrations and the deep scattering layer262

The model predicts diel vertical migration of both predators and prey at the Nash equilibrium (figure263

2). These migrations are predicted to occur at dusk and dawn in accordance with empirical observa-264

tions of the migration of the deep scattering layer (Dypvik et al, 2012; Klevjer et al, 2016) and of many265

pelagic predator species (Evans et al, 2008; Jorgensen et al, 2012; Meekan et al, 2015; Takahashi et al,266

2003). Therefore both species occupy the mixed layer at night while both are predicted to reside be-267

neath the thermocline during the day (figure 3). Qualitatively, the positioning of both species follows268

the light - i.e., as the illuminance at the surface increases, the animals descend. However, the animals269

do not maintain constant light levels in time (figure 4), and the average light levels experienced by270

the animals depend on parameter values. The fluctuations in mean log-illuminance in figure 4 can be271

translated to a vertical distance of roughly 130 m to a given isolumen.272

At each point in time, the model predicts prey to be quite concentrated in the water column, so273

that the prey does indeed form a deep scattering layer. For the particular parameters in figure 2 and274

at noon, the 75 % deepest prey are found in a range of 85 meters. The prey is most concentrated at275

dawn and dusk, where this range is reduced to 51 meters. The predators sit slightly higher in the water276

column than the prey, as one would expect since the individual predator faces a trade-off between light277
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and prey abundance. Also, the predators are less concentrated than the prey, for example, at noon, the278

lower 75 % of the predators cover a range of 145 meters. On the particular run shown in figure 2, the279

moon is half full and sets at midnight, which results in a slight upwards migration of both species.280

The encounter rates between predator and prey change markedly during the day. The pattern281

depends on the particular parameters. For the parameters in figure 2, the encounter rates peak sharply282

at dawn and dusk (figure 4), while encounter rates at noon and midnight are roughly similar. In283

contrast, at very low predator densities, the predation pressure is not large enough to cause marked284

vertical migrations, and then feeding occurs predominantly during the day (not shown).285

Since the model contains no dynamics of digestion and no constraints or penalties on migration286

speeds, the mechanism giving rise to these peaks in feeding rates is that the mixed layer near the287

surface offers higher prey growth. As the light levels increase, the prey prefer to stay in the mixed288

layer as long as possible, even with elevated mortality. Once the light level have passed a threshold,289

the prey effectively evacuate the mixed layer. At this point they may as well go very deep, since the290

sensitivity of prey growth to depth is reduced below the mixed layer.291

In further experimenting with the model, we examined the effect of changes in cloud cover from292

day to day and found that the deep scattering layer resides nearer to the surface on cloudy days, in293

agreement with observations.294

3.2 Swimming speeds295

Since the model does not take into account the cost of migration, it is relevant to compute the swim-296

ming speeds that the Nash strategies would require. The model itself does not specify the motion of297

an individual animal, only the distribution of animals at each time, but a plausible minimal hypoth-298

esis is that animals maintain their ordering. Thus, a specific individual from the prey population is299

characterized by a constant number n in the interval [0, N̄], giving the number of conspecifics above it,300

so that its vertical position Z(t) at each time t satisfies301

∫ Z(t)

0
N(z, t) dz = n .

Differentiating with time, we obtain the swimming velocity302

d
dt

Z(t) = −
∫ Z(t)

0
∂N
∂t (z, t) dz

N(Z(t), t)
.

Swimming speeds can thus be computed readily from the abundances using numeric differentia-303

tion and integration. We find, unsurprisingly, that the maximum swimming speed occur around dawn304
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Fig. 2 Simultaneous diel vertical migrations in the Nash equilibrium. Relative densities (in per cent of the population per meter)

as function of time and depth, for P̄ = 10−6 m−2. Left panel: Prey. Right panel: Predators.

and dusk; for the parameters in figure 2, they amount to approximately 0.2 m/s for both predators305

and prey.306

3.3 Scaling with predator abundance307

We can now investigate the sensitivity of the model to various parameters. Here, we focus on the308

predator abundance. Figure 5 shows how population-level properties and rates vary, as the predator309

abundance is varied orders of magnitude. First, the depth range (defined as the maximum depth310
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distributions, where they reside in the upper layers during the night (grey shaded) and seek deeper habitats during the day
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occupied by a prey during the diel cycle, maxt z̄t) increases with predator abundance (figure 5, top311

panel). Without any predators, all the prey would sit at the surface, where the growth is highest. Since312

the growth rate is almost constant over the upper mixed layer, even a small predator population will313

cause the prey to initiate diel vertical migrations, distributing themselves over the upper mixed layer314

during the daytime, but still concentrating near the surface at night. As the predator population is315

increased, the prey first push to the lower part of the mixed layer, where growth rates are reduced,316
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but soon begin to migrate below the mixed layer during the daytime. The range of these migrations317

increases with predator abundance. At very high predator densities, the prey spread out over large318

depth ranges below the mixed layer during the daytime.319

The encounter rates, or equivalently, the predation mortality experienced by the prey, vary with320

the predator abundance in a complex way (figure 5, middle panel): Initially, the predation mortality321

increases steeply with the predator density. The initial linear relationship soon decelerates as the prey322

adapt behaviorally to the presence of predators, sacrificing growth for safety. At predator densities323

around 10−8 m−2, a peak occurs after which the predation mortality decreases with increasing preda-324
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tor densities. This phenomenon may appear counter-intuitive but can emerge also in simple one-sided325

optimization models where the prey can adapt to predators. Here, the shift coincides with the on-set326

of a dense deep scattering layer in the daytime which is below the thermocline.327

The prey growth rate decreases with predator abundance, since the prey adapt behaviourally to328

the presence of predators: More predators make the prey migrate deeper, which results in a reduced329

growth rate (figure 5, bottom panel). This prediction is robust and universal, in contrast to the non-330

monotonic relationship between the predator abundance and the predation mortality experienced by331

the prey (figure 5, middle panel).332

From the point of view of the predator, the vertical migrations of the prey imply substantially333

decreased hunting success. The behavioral adaptation of the prey, as predator abundance is increased,334

there implies an emerging predator interference in the sense that the uptake per predator decreases335

markedly with the number of predators.336

4 Discussion337

The game theoretic model demonstrated here has successfully replicated the phenomenon of diel ver-338

tical migration which results in a deep scattering layer during the daytime, and the model predictions339

fit well with many results found in empirical studies which have thoroughly documented the phenom-340

ena. While diel vertical migrations have previously been studied from the game theoretic perspective,341

this is the first analysis which employs both continuous time and continuous space. This allows a342

modelling framework of higher fidelity, of which a noticeable feature is the way detection distances343

depend on time and depth. This in turn allows predictions such as the dynamics of the migration344

around dawn and dusk, the extent to which the organisms track isolumes, and the effect of the moon345

on nighttime vertical profiles. All these features allows the model to be confronted quantitatively346

with data on vertical distributions obtained with echosounders, or on individual vertical movements347

obtained with archival tags.348

The model predictions hinge on the assumption of a Nash equilibrium, where all prey experience349

identical fitness regardless of their vertical position, as do all predators. This assumption, in games350

with similar structure, has previously been criticized (Gabriel and Thomas, 1988; Hugie and Dill,351

1994) because the equilibrium is not evolutionary stable: At the equilibrium, all predators experience352

the same fitness; thus, there is no evolutionary incentive to uphold the equilibrium strategies, and353

consequently the system may drift away from equilibrium. However, an argument in favour of the354

Nash equilibrium is that weak intraspecific interactions (i.e., density dependence) will stabilize the355
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Fig. 5 Population-level quantities as function of predator abundance. Top panel: Depth ranges. Depth intervals which contain

the lowest 75 % of the prey population at noon (white) and midnight (grey). Middle panel: Predation mortality of the prey for

the Nash equilibrium (solid) and, for reference, for a fixed-strategy solution (dashed) where the vertical distributions do not

change as predator abundance increases. Bottom panel: Prey growth rate and predator growth rate, relative to the maximum

growth rate, for the Nash equilibrium (solid) and for the same fixed strategies.

Nash equilibrium without shifting it markedly (Sainmont et al, 2013). Also, at least for static games,356

the Nash equilibrium can be reached by animals performing fitness taxis in the sense of (Heilmann357

et al, 2018). This assumes that animals can sense local gradients in fitness landscapes, and in particular358

assess the mortality risk they are exposed to. It is a daunting question which cues are available to mi-359

grating animals as well as to which degree evolution has shaped behavioural responses that resemble360
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those of an optimal decision-maker, and also the implications of variations between individuals of the361

same species are unclear. Still the Nash equilibrium appears to be a reasonable starting point for the362

analysis.363

One peculiarity of the Nash equilibrium in this game theoretic approach is the indirect reasoning.364

For example, the vertical distribution of the prey is given by the constraint that all predators must365

experience the same hunting success. In contrast, the constraint that prey distributions must be optimal366

does not directly lead to predictions, because the predator distribution is an unknown factor in this367

constraint. These indirect arguments can seem unintuitive; the situation is reminiscent of population368

dynamic models such as the Lotka-Volterra system, where e.g. the equilibrium prey abundance is369

found by requiring that the predator growth rate vanishes. Similar indirect effects appear also in370

single-species optimization models; for example, Fiksen and Jørgensen (2011) found that the growth371

rate of a fish larvae was largely independent of the abundance of its planktonic food, whereas its372

mortality decreased with food availability due to behavioral adaptation.373

The model makes a number of more detailed predictions about the nature of the deep scattering374

layer and the diel vertical migrations of predator and prey: First, predators concentrate slightly higher375

in the water column than do the prey. There is not much data to determine if this prediction is in376

agreement with actual behaviour or not, although some indication of this is visible in (Josse et al,377

1998). Moreover, prey abundance should increase with increasing depth, until it drops discontinuously378

to zero. We would not expect such a discontinuity in real data, where more than two species interact,379

intraspecific variability between individuals exists, and animals are imperfect decision makers. Despite380

these differences between reality and the idealised model, acoustic observations of the scattering layer381

typically show fairly sharp edges of the layer (Klevjer et al, 2016).382

The model predicts relatively small fluctuations in mean light levels, i.e. each animal stays fairly383

close to a given isolumen. This is consistent with empirical findings. However, details in the parameters384

- and in particular, the decrease in growth rates compared with the attenuation of light - determine if385

the animals are predicted to be found in lighter regions during the day than during the night, or the386

converse.387

An interesting prediction from the model is that a significant part of trophic encounters take place388

around dawn and dusk, a well-known phenomenon across many systems. In the model, the reason for389

this is that the prey are inclined to stay in the mixed layer and benefit from the higher growth rates even390

at the onset of dawn, resulting in increasing encounter rates. At some point the light reaches a critical391

level where the prey evacuate the mixed layer, resulting in decreased growth as well as decreased392

encounter rates. Thus, the model explanation for feeding at dawn and dusk is the stratification of the393
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water column, and not dynamics of migration or of digestion, since these components are absent in394

our model.395

Beyond supplying a mechanistic explanation for a striking phenomenon in the oceans with global396

implications, one can envision that the model can predict how changes in parameters lead to changes397

in vertical distributions and migration patterns. This offers the potential of investigating how envi-398

ronmental change leads to changes in behaviour and thus changes in trophic couplings as well as399

system-level rates such as carbon sequestration. We note that animal behavior is a key component in400

the ecosystem dynamics, and that the adaptive nature of this behavior is rarely included in coarse-scale401

ecosystem models. Here, we have examined the effects of varying the predator abundance. Some of402

these effects appear obvious, e.g., that the prey migrate deeper as predators become more abundant,403

while it is more surprising that the prey’s mortality depends non-monotonically on the predator abun-404

dance. This emergent interference competition between predators is a reminder that the dynamics of405

populations emerge from the decisions made by individuals, and that behavioural adaptations imply406

that mass-action analogies can be misleading.407

At a technical level, the main contribution of the current work has been to extend previous game-408

theoretic models of vertical distributions in the oceans to continuous time and continuous space.409

This required novel methods for resolving the game, combining analytic reasoning with numerical410

computation, i.e. sections 2.1 and 2.2. The framework allows us to pose mechanistic model components411

for the variation in detection distance as function of time and depth, and thus to let encounter rates be412

given by light availability. This yields predictions applicable to a particular geographical location and413

date, of characteristics such as how the vertical range varies during the day. This in turn allows a more414

direct comparison of model predictions with data such as acoustic surveys or depth measurements415

from individual predators. While this contribution has focused on the theoretical development and416

generic predictions, future works should focus on specific systems and more quantitative comparisons417

of model predictions and data.418

The model we have proposed is simplistic and generic, and it is possible to envision multiple419

extensions. Firstly, the model postulates a fixed growth rate of the prey. An obvious extension is420

to include further trophic levels, for example to mimic a system comprised of zooplankton, forage421

fish, and a top predator. We note that Hugie and Dill (1994) recommended four trophic levels. For422

such a model, an interesting question is when the trophic levels migrate in phase, and when e.g. the423

zooplankton will migrate in counterphase.424

The model includes a local type I functional response. An interesting extension would be to include425

density dependent effects at each layer. A type II functional response in uptake rate - modelling prey426
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handling time - will give the prey a further incentive to aggregate. For some prey species including427

sprat, the phenomenon of diel vertical migrations occurs simultaneously with schooling (Nilsson et al,428

2003), which changes the game even further. A type II functional response, where the saturation is429

caused by handling times, can easily be included in the model. However, if the explanation of the430

saturation is the capacity of the gut and digestion times, then the model must be extended with gut431

fullness as a state variable.432

Similarly, the vertical position of each animal is not a state variable in our model: At each instant,433

the animal is free to choose any vertical position, and the cost of swimming is not included in the434

fitness. We note that the predicted maximum vertical swimming speeds from section 3.2, viz. 0.2 m/s,435

are unnoticeable for a predator such as a tuna. In contrast, Dypvik et al (2012) observed maximum436

swimming speeds of individual glacier lanternfish around 0.18 m/s, while the speeds of the layers437

were a factor 5 smaller. Although these observed swimming speeds are comparable to our predictions,438

we hypothesize that the difference between the observed speed of the individual and that of the pop-439

ulation indicates that these animals are not limited by swimming speeds in their vertical migrations.440

For even smaller prey such as krill, limits on swimming speeds and the cost of swimming are likely441

to affect vertical migrations: For the centimeter-sized Euphausia pacifica, Torres and Childress (1983)442

found that swimming at 1-2 body lengths per second doubled the oxygen requirements compared443

to rest. Also, in a model study of optimal vertical migration for copepods, Hansen and Visser (2016)444

predicted that larger animals migrate further than smaller animals, because the relative importance445

of locomotion costs decreases with increasing size. Thus, we argue that costs and constraints on mi-446

grations are a factor for planktonic prey but less so for fishes, and therefore that our model applies447

to predator-prey interactions among fishes but less so to the planktonic domain. An extension of our448

model framework would be to include the vertical position as a dynamic state variable and the vertical449

velocity as a decision variable. This would turn the model into a deterministic mean field game (Lasry450

and Lions, 2007), for which the analysis would be much more demanding.451

Finally, an interesting topic of future work would be to parametrize the model for specific systems.452

Interesting systems to investigate would be basking sharks feeding on zooplankton (Sims et al, 2005),453

Southern Bluefin Tuna or Bigeye Tuna feeding on the various species that compose the Deep Scattering454

Layer, or mackerel feeding on capelin in the North Atlantic. To calibrate the model for a particular455

system, the critical component is the growth potential of the prey at different depths. It would be456

possible to calibrate the model against acoustic surveys of prey biomass, and against the vertical457

movements of the predators as observed with electronic tags including depth measurements.458
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5 Conclusion459

We have proposed a generic game between predators and prey where the key ingredients are the way460

the prey growth rate depends on depth, as well as how the clearance volume of the predators depends461

on time and depth. The optimal strategies, identified as the Nash equilibrium, feature distinct deep462

scattering layers which perform diel vertical migrations. With little calibration, the model reproduces463

striking observed patterns, and it thus provides a mechanistic explanation for these remarkable phe-464

nomena, even if formulated generically. The model makes further predictions which match observed465

patterns in the global oceans, such as the diel fluctuations in trophic encounter rates. The model can466

be used to examine how the total growth rate and mortality of predators and prey depend on system467

parameters, and we have shown that in some situations, increasing the predator abundance results in468

a decreased mortality experienced by the prey.469
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